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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 1
Increasing access to early literacy experiences

Highlights

• First 5 Forever is a Free and accessible program delivered in over 320 public libraries 
throughout Queensland

• In 2019-2022, libraries delivered over 7000 outreach events for over 250,000 participants
• All councils with library services are participating in the program
• Ongoing funding including co-investment by Local Government enables place-based 

action at a local level to be relevant to local communities, priorities and opportunities.
• Diverse delivery is a sign of success with case studies and annual reporting 

demonstrating the diverse ways that First 5 Forever has expanded
• Maturity: With libraries having delivered First 5 Forever since 2015, the program is now 

embedded in library services
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 1
Increasing access to early literacy experiences

Challenges & Opportunities

• Although growth in participation is seen in 2021/22, only 52 councils are currently participating 
in outreach events. Recommend supporting libraries to focus resources on broader outreach 
community partnered work for maximum impact

• Resources need to be devoted to capture and measure the diverse ways libraries are 
increasing access to early literacy experiences and share stories of impact

• Community informed measures of success: Capturing First 5 Forever data through an 
evaluation impact model rather than focusing solely on the activity

• Identifying needs: Utilising AEDC data and other relevant data sets (eg adult literacy) to 
provide libraries with the necessary insights to ensure that their activities are tailored to meet 
the needs of their target audiences. Recommend State Library focus further resources 
addressing inequality of access/higher levels of vulnerability on AEDC domains, building on 
the Program Funding Methodology 2022-2026 inc AEDC and ABS Remoteness Area values
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 2
Reaching Queensland Families

Highlights

• Participation data shows families returning to onsite programming post-COVID with 200% 
growth in participation between COVID-19 affected 2020/21 and 2021/22

• Digital programming, while significantly decreased (86% decrease from 20/21 to 21/22) is 
still being developed and delivered by libraries as a part of their First 5 Forever program

• Activity at a local level supports Creative Together: 2020-2030 road map by integrating rich 
digital experiences into programs

• Statewide ongoing funding provides a secure base for BAU programming, complemented by 
grant funding providing opportunities to innovate and respond to emerging priorities. In the 
period 2019-2022, 33 councils were awarded Driving Innovation and Micro Grants to 
undertake 44 First 5 Forever initiatives

• First 5 Forever’s ‘Stories for Little Queenslanders’ published 12 Queensland stories and 
nurturing and celebrating writers and illustrators with connections to Queensland
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 2
Reaching Queensland Families

Nyurramba Garran – ‘All Come’ | Saltwater
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 2
Reaching Queensland Families

Challenges & Opportunities

• Audience access to the First 5 Forever website clearly indicates significant Brisbane and 
metropolitan uptake, notwithstanding online platforms provide effective opportunities to reach 
families in remote and regional areas

• Enhanced audience insight data is needed to shape the creation of rich digital experiences 
promoting early literacy, social learning and engagement, and real-world play from the 
viewpoint of children and families - First 5 Forever has a crucial role in being forward-thinking 
and proactive re digital inclusion and citizenship for the early years

• First 5 Forever is being implemented locally to reach families in authentic ways and building on 
this success by sustaining core consistent messages in locally relevant ways

• Continual improvement requires State Library to work with the public library network to ensure 
that program content remains representative of and relevant to diverse Queensland 
communities including First Nations families
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 2
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 3
Collaborative local partnerships

Highlights

• Critical to the First 5 Forever program’s success is the collaboration and key partnership 
between state and local government by delivering on the Creative Together priority ‘Driving 
Social Change and Strengthening Communities - partnering with local government to 
realise the potential of libraries and IKCs as vibrant community hubs building community 
resilience’

• Libraries are engaging with a broad range of partners as evidenced in annual reporting and 
showcases

• Rich local collaborations have significant outcomes for the community as exampled by 
Hinchinbrook’s language project that continues to seed beyond the confines of the project

• Strong local partners and community connections are vital for increasing access to services 
and community outcomes for families and for small libraries with limited funding
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 3
Collaborative local partnerships

Challenges & Opportunities

• Community partnerships are a key success outcome for First 5 Forever however the number 
of partnerships are decreasing post-COVID (collectively 748 partner organizations and 
agencies in 2021-22 compared to pre-COVID 1,253 in 2019-20)

• Many libraries are and should continue to partner with key stakeholders to enrich and broaden 
early childhood literacy initiatives at both statewide and local levels

• Strongly recommend using the VicHealth partnerships analysis tool at all public libraries and 
IKCs to strengthen ongoing First 5 Forever monitoring, evaluation and learning

• In order to share core consistent messages with First 5 Forever partners, collaborate to reach 
more families, reduce barriers for program participation and increase outcomes for families, 
recommendation is to combine efforts to formalize collaboration with the 102 Connect for 
Children Birth to Five Networks, supported by the Queensland Government (DoE)
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 4
Building a capable workforce

Highlights

• Library staff are members of their local communities with local knowledge and relationships 
and are well placed to provide a stable foundation for program growth

• Library staff have been delivering First 5 Forever since 2015 with professional development in 
early literacy having a transformative result on services being delivered

• Professional development participation numbers have steadily increased from 334 participants 
from 51 councils in 2019/20 to 562 participants from 48 councils in 2021/22

• While State Library delivers a stream of building capability activity for the public library network, 
libraries are active and engaged in supporting staff and professional networks at a local level

• Responses to COVID-19 online building capability opportunities increased through the delivery 
of webinars and the creation of online modules

• Workforce capability a key success measure and critical to program success with forward plans 
indicating that over $2mil of First 5 Forever grant funding was being allocated to staff wages
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview: Objective 4
Building a capable workforce

Challenges & Opportunities
• Current professional development content focused on the ‘Increased access to early literacy 

experiences’ First 5 Forever success measure and has built early literacy knowledge in the 
workforce providing a strong foundation for program growth

• With only 48 councils participating in professional development, considerable scope for professional 
development opportunities that attract more public library network involvement

• Recommend restructuring professional development for First 5 Forever personnel to align with the 
Program’s four objectives more directly:

i) Increasing access to early literacy experiences
Content needs to reflect diversity of ways First 5 Forever can be delivered locally
ii) Reaching Queensland Families
Adapting core messages for local communities; targeted outreach for vulnerable communities
iii) Collaborative local partnerships
Know your community, build community ambassadors
iv) Building a capable workforce
Using AEDC data & leveraging partners/partner content for professional learning
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview

Thriving Child-Friendly Communities

AEDC 2020 focus report on three successful 
Queensland communities (Acacia Ridge, 
Deception Bay, Jondaryan) key factors:

• Effective partnerships and cross-sector 
collaboration

• Evidence-based planning and research 
informed approaches

• Community engagement
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview

Australian Early Development Census (AEDC): Deep Diving
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview

Australian Early Development Census (AEDC): Deep Diving

A deeper dive into this regional data for the North West shows further diversity across 
the region with Cloncurry-McKinley at the state average for this domain.
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview

Thriving Child-Friendly Communities: Place-Based Approaches
- 16 x Communities for Children initiatives, funded by the Commonwealth (through DSS). These include 
initiatives in Cairns South, Townsville, Logan, Ipswich inner, Beenleigh, Forest Lake/Oxley, Gladstone, 
Jimboomba, Loganlea/Carbrook, Deception Bay/Narangba/Burpengary, Ormeau/Oxenford, Rockhampton, 
Innisfail/Cassowary Coast, Browns Plains, Springfield/Redbank, Springwood/Kingston, Outback North
- 2 x Stronger Places, Stronger People, jointly funded by Commonwealth (DSS) and the Queensland 
Government (DCHDE). These are Logan Together and Gladstone
- 102 x Connect for Children Birth to Five Networks, supported by the Qld Government (DoE)
- 5 x Connected Beginnings, supported by the Commonwealth Government (DESE & DoH) in collaboration 
with the Qld Government. These are in Doomadgee, Rassmussen, Mareeba, Mackay & Eagleby
- Local Thriving Communities initiatives, supported by the Qld Government (DSDSATSIP)
- Local Level Alliances and Regional Child, Youth and Family Committees, supported by the Qld Government 
(DCYJMA)
- Empowered Communities, supported by the Cwlth (NIAA). The one initiative in Queensland is in Cape York.
- 144 Neighbourhood and Community Centres, supported by the Qld Government Thriving Qld Communities 
Grants program (DCHDE), many of whom have a child, youth and/or family focus.
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview

Thriving Child-Friendly Communities: Key Themes

Thriving Queensland Kids Partnership (TQKP) has been engaging people involved in a range of child-
focused place-based initiatives across the state to explore their experiences and insights with systems, 
and what might be done to address those barriers and enablers.

Key common themes have emerged so far including the need for:
• Greater recognition of local efforts and achievements
• Greater support for local innovation and integration
• Better connections with decision-makers and influencers
• Better connections and sharing across and between the child-focused, place-based initiatives
• Stronger input to and alignment with state and national efforts
• Greater effort to address systems barriers.
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The Nest Logic Model
(from Action Agenda)
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First 5 Forever Evaluation Overview

Thriving Child-Friendly Communities
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